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London market review

It has been another quarter of  mixed market behaviour across London, specifically the areas that we 
serve. Whilst the quarterly sales values index has recorded a small reduction, it hides the fluctuations 
in individual areas - with some areas like Clapham and Barking in East London producing a pleasing 
uplift.

The rental values index shows one of  the strongest periods of  growth for years, despite this time of  
year traditionally seeing an uptick: in part, evidence for the enduring popularity of  London as a 
place to live, work and play, but also symptomatic of  the specific market dynamics affecting landlords 
as a result of  new and pending government policies.

Central London continues to be a bear market with sales transactions in some areas widely reported 
down by 20% over the past 3 years according to Land Registry data.

The National Association of  Estate Agents reports that 86% of  sales amongst its members went for 
less than the asking price in the last month.

Brexit uncertainty has added some volatility, but at least clarity can only increase over the next six 
months.

SDLT continues to act as a damper on transaction volumes, and the view remains that changes to 
this tax under George Osborne’s tenure as Chancellor of  the Exchequer, have been ill-conceived and 
broadly damaging despite the more positive changed made in the last budget for first time buyers.
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Hong	Kong	property	values	continues	to	rise	

AP Hong Kong is one of  the most expensive places to purchase property

AP In past 10 years, prime homes in Hong Kong have increased 160% according to 

Savills

AP Average sales prices for Hong Kong homes are around HK$24,900 (£2,394) per 
sq foot

AP Median property price in Hong Kong is approximately 19.4 times the median 
income.  London is only 8.5 times median income


AP A modest 3/4 bedroom apartment, mid-level in Hong Kong can be priced at a 

hefty HK$150m (£14.43m) in the current market

AP Average asking price for an 2 bedroom apartment in Central London is £1.5m

AP Central London average values per square foot for 2 bedroom apartment are 

about HK$14,060 (£1,352)



Hong	Kong	$	vs.	Pound	Sterling	£	

AP The strength of  the pound continues to weaken during the current uncertainty caused by 
Brexit.  Giving overseas investors an added ‘value for money’ which is estimated to last for 
the next 6 months or until some level of  certainty is restored in spring 2019
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London	prices	falling	

AP London properties values have continued to decline






Some	considerations	

London properties values have continued to fall based on the Rightmove House Index in May.  
This may be a great time to consider investing in London.

AP   Properties in London reported an overall fall in value by 0.2% in the capital and 0.1% in the 

South East regions. 

AP   Sales volumes in the capital fell by 7% with number of  sales agreed in the South East 

dropping by 8.5% in the same period

AP   Ample hot spots are still available around London 

AP   Overall rental demand is still strong due to continued local income affordability issues

Please contact us if  you need values for other specific areas of  interest or other information



Helpful	information	

AP   Stamp Duty (SDLT) is a tax charged by the UK government when buying a property. See 
UK Buy-to-Let  stamp duty calculator at www.stampdutycalculator.org.uk

AP   As an overseas investor you can apply to be a member of  the ‘Non-Resident Landlord 
Scheme’.  Once approved, you can receive your net rental income free of  UK tax

AP   New build properties can carry an average of  20% uplift compared to similar second hand 
properties in the same area

AP   Lower valued 1 and 2 bedroom properties tends to let faster, minimising void periods, thus 
improving rental yield

AP   Tenants may wish to have property furnished with window dressings being compulsory

AP   2 bedroom+ properties let better with en-suite, free gym, concierge and additional facilities

AP   Tenant deposits must be held under a custodial or insured UK ‘Deposit Protection 
Schemes’


AP   Please contact us if  you need values for other specific areas of  interest or other information
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London	average	rental	yields	

AP London average property yields by regions




Central East North  West South 

1 bed 4.34% 3.65% 3.73% 4.27% 4.71% 

2 beds 3.75% 4.16% 3.78% 4.30% 4.74% 

3 beds 3.85% 4.49% 3.70% 4.28% 5.11% 
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London Average Property Rental Yields by Regions -  
Houses and Apartments 



London	hotspots	

A range of  regeneration projects and transportation upgrades have improved parts of  London 
creating attractive new hotspots and opportunities that are hard to ignore. 

The Mayor’s ‘London Plan’ has set out targets for each borough as well as identifying 
‘Opportunity Areas’ in which large amounts of  investment are being channeled.

These ‘Opportunity Areas’ are priority zones where development and regeneration are to be 
accelerated. It not only outlines a plan for a city, it is also a map of  areas that property investors 
should explore as early as possible if  they want to reap the benefits further down the line.

There are currently as many as 30 areas designated for this attention, and the process has 
already begun. 



London	travel	zones	

Travel zones
Until now, developers tend to focus their attention on the areas surrounding Travel Zones 1 
and 2. However, there is now a definite shift towards Zones 3 to 6 and outer suburbs where 
homes can be built at a comparatively more affordable price for buyers and renters. 


Currently, prices ranges from about £250,000 to £950,000, with great variations only a few 
tube stops apart. 


The focus on these areas is thanks to the development of  Crossrail, which will make some of  
these districts more accessible.




Map	of	London	



The	real	hotspots	

The real hotspots
One of  the hottest areas to consider in London at the moment is Tottenham, thanks to a  £1 billion 
regeneration scheme. 

With a planned 10,000 new homes and 5,000 new jobs over the next seven years, a £400m 
redevelopment of  Tottenham Hotspur’s stadium and the potential to become a key interchange 
station on the proposed Crossrail 2 route, it is an area that cannot be ignored.

At Forest Gate, East London you can buy a property for an average price of  £442,000 and get a 
rental yield of  approx. 4.1%. The Elizabeth Line is due to begin running later this year, putting the 
area less than 20 minutes from key areas such as Bond Street and Canary Wharf. This typically 
undervalued area has a healthy rental value, with plenty of  scope for increases in the near future.

The departure of  the BBC from White City in West London has left it primed for transformation. 
Billions of  pounds are being spent to reinvent the area with the inclusion of  950 homes, as well as 
offices, restaurants, bars a hotel and private members’ club. A new campus for Imperial College is 
the final piece in the puzzle to explain why people are already flocking here.



The	real	hotspots	

The real hotspots
Barking & Dagenham, situated East of  London is set to become one of  the most ambitious 
regeneration projects in London with the Mayor committing to spending £1bn. Trains from 
Barking station to Canary Wharf  taking just 17 minutes and 23 minutes to the City.

Regeneration is also sweeping across Wembley in North London, with more expected in areas such 
as Whitechapel and Tooting Broadway. Lewisham is becoming popular as buyers are able to skip 
studio flats in favour of  two and three-bedroom properties, but prices here may change if  the 
proposed expansion of  the Bakerloo Line takes place in 2023. 

Whilst Wood Green remains untouched for the moment, the approval of  Crossrail 2 will change all 
that.

Buying a property in London has never been easy, but moving away from the typically popular 
areas to these up and coming hotspots could prove to be a profitable investment.

The following information provides example of  rental yields based on a some of  the current 
hotspots. For more detailed information please contact Assents Property Investments 
info@assents.co.uk
	



Average	rental	yields	by	hotspots	

AP London average property yields by hotspot areas
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Average	rental	yields	by	hotspots	

AP Looking further out of  London, Bracknell may be of  interest to some investors seeking 
capital growth opportunities.  It is one of  the key regeneration areas with a total of  £768m 
being invested and only 30 minutes from Heathrow airport.  Offering average rental yield of  
5%.
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About	Assents	Property	Investments	

Assents Property Investments  is an ARLA Propertymark accredited agency offering 
expert London residential investment property related services, tailored just for the Overseas 
Customers. 


AP   Sales
AP   Lettings & Management
AP   Acquisitions
AP   Marketing
AP   Renovations


We focus our bespoke processes with overseas clients’ requirements in mind.  Ensuring they 
receive honest and well informed advise so their investments can achieve the best possible 
returns.   


Currently with a portfolio of  over £8.1 million across London. We build our continued success 
on trust, knowledge, experience and reliability.  
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Contact us and share 
	
contact us 

+44 (0)79 5432 4477

info@assents.co.ukwww.assents.co.uk	

 assentsproperty	  @assentsproperty	  assentsproperty	 linkedin.com/in/assents	
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